REMINDERS & ANNOUNCEMENTS

Sound Check
Make sure your volume is turned up!

Having Technical Difficulties
Run the Digitell system checker to ensure your browser is up to date

Networking
Build your community - chat is open now

Q&A
Ask questions for speakers and panel members in the Q&A section

Opt-in
Opt-in to the Attendee List to share and connect with others
WHAT IS CASSS?

We are an agile, non-profit scientific organization whose strength is in bringing together professionals from industry, academia and regulatory agencies to solve scientific and technical problems in order to advance the development of biopharmaceuticals.

COMMITMENT TO INCLUSION

We are committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion in all aspects of what we do. Diverse perspectives drive innovative thinking and better solutions that advance our mission of regulatory capacity building, knowledge-sharing and global access. We advance together in the direction of dignity, respect, scientific truth, and the betterment of humanity.
Our **purpose** is to address emerging **challenges and trends** in the field of biopharmaceutical products and share learnings from our historical experiences.

Our **community** is fostering a **neutral venue** for **collaboration** amongst industry professionals, subject matter experts, health authorities, academia and instrument developers.

Our **future** includes the next generation of talent, opening doors to current and future **career path opportunities**.
OUR KNOWLEDGE SHARING EVENTS INCLUDE:

CE in the Biotechnology & Pharmaceutical Industries
Symposium on the Practical Applications for the Analysis of Proteins, Nucleotides & Small Molecules

CMC STRATEGY FORUM
ADVANCING BIOPHARMACEUTICAL DEVELOPMENT

BIOASSAYS
SCIENTIFIC APPROACHES AND REGULATORY STRATEGIES

CELL & GENE THERAPY PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURING, QUALITY AND REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS

AT Europe
Symposium on the Practical Applications of Mass Spectrometry in the Biotechnology Industry

CASSS DISCUSSION GROUPS

CASSS REGIONAL FORUMS

WCBP

Meeting dates & locations: www.casss.org
More than 3,400 members participate in CASSS’ interest-based symposia and fora.
GLOBAL ACCESS

• Encouraging communities around the world to exchange best practices.

• Live streaming information-rich scientific and regulatory content in premier meetings and virtual sessions.

• Providing speaker slides, roundtable notes, workshop summaries and white papers that hold up the access to information without borders.

"Prior to this, I thought that my company was the only one working on this issue. It was great to see the various companies engaging in conversation with the regulators in attendance on this."  — Bill W.
CAPACITY BUILDING

• Collaboration on the integrity of regulatory guidance principles to foster global alignment and best practices for biologically derived pharmaceutical products.

• Facilitate agency-to-agency, agency-to-industry and industry-to-industry dialogue to create scientifically sound alignment.

“Everyone in the field struggles with the same problems, but we are not behind any other player. We are asking the right questions and doing the right things to get answers.” — Patrick S.
NEXT GENERATION INVESTIGATORS

• **Travel Awards for EVERY CASSS symposia and fora** - Foster knowledge sharing to become interested in the future of the biopharmaceutical industry.

• **CASSS Frantisek Svec Fellowships for Innovative Studies** - Build capacity to be future leaders in biopharmaceutical development

• **Mentorship Program and CASSS Connection** - Access to leaders in the biopharmaceutical industry to help identify career path opportunities.
HOW CAN **YOU** BENEFIT?

- **Get Involved – Exchange Knowledge:** Attend meetings, stream online content, share outcomes and materials, engage in discussions.

- **The Reason People Choose CASSS**
  By attending a CASSS meeting, you can connect with a relevant global network and gain tangible knowledge to help you bring biopharmaceutical products to patients who need them as quickly and safely as possible.

- Through our dedicated network of volunteers, CASSS brings together diverse professionals to address scientifically relevant content in a collegial culture.
The CMC Strategy Forum was launched in 2002 from the well-established WCBP Symposium.

The CMC Forum Europe was launched in 2007 with support from the Biotech Working Party/EMA.

The CMC Forum Japan was launched in 2012 with support from PMDA and JPMA.

The CMC Forum Latin America was added in 2014 in Brasilia. It has also been held in Mexico City.

Inquiries from other regions to expand their knowledge sharing, global access and capacity building.
